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ABSTRACT
A study was made of the possible basis for naturally occurring variations in the number of

segments in individual dendritic trees. Distributions of the number of terminal segments have
been studied in dendrites from rat, cat, and frog motoneurons, basal dendrites from rat visual
cortex pyramidal and non-pyramidal neurons, in rat cerebellar Purkinje cell dendritic trees,
and in human hippocampal dentate granule cells. By means of a mathematical model for
dendritic branching, it was shown that the variation in the number of dendritic segments can
be accounted for by assuming that new branches during neurite outgrowth are formed
randomly at terminal segments. The observed terminal segment number distributions could
be closely approximated by additionally assuming that branching probabilities decline with
increasing number of terminal segments in growing dendrites. The pyramidal neuron group
differed significantly from the other neuron groups in such a way as to suggest that this
decline is stronger than in the dendrites of other types of neurons. By using literature data on
the mean number of terminal segments in rat cerebellar Purkinje cells, measured at different
times during early development, an estimate could be obtained of the time-course of the
branching probabilities. The branching probability of a terminal segment was found to be in
the order of 0.002 per hour in the first 4 weeks postnatal with a 5-fold transient increase in the
second week. J. Comp. Neurol. 387:325–340, 1997. r 1997 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Indexing terms: pyramidal neuron; Purkinje neuron; motoneurons; dentate granule cells; growth

model

Dendritic branching patterns are complex and show a
large degree of variation in their shapes, within, as well as
between, different cell types and species. This variation
can be found in typical shape parameters, such as the
number, length, and connectivity pattern (topological struc-
ture) of the segments comprising the dendritic tree. The
developmental processes underlying these large variations
are poorly understood, e.g., to what extent they are the
direct result of specific genetic programs or result merely
from random processes. From this consideration, the ques-
tion arises as to the minimal requirements for specification
of growth parameters so as to closely approximate ob-
served morphological characteristics and variations.

Characteristic dendritic branching patterns emerge dur-
ing neuronal development from the behavior of growth
cones, the structures that determine the process of branch-
ing and lengthening of the constituent segments of the tree
(e.g., Bray, 1992). This dynamic behavior of growth cones is

the result of cellular responses to the local environment
(e.g., Kater et al., 1994; Letourneau et al., 1994). Local
environments differ such that each growth cone has to
respond individually (and perhaps independently) on the
basis of local cues. In view of the large number of mecha-
nisms involved in growth cone behavior, it is plausible to
hypothesize that dendritic arborizations emerge from inde-
pendent and stochastic behavior of growth cones.

One characteristic source of variation is the topological
structure of dendrites. A branching pattern has a topologi-
cal structure, or tree type, that is one out of a finite number
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of theoretical possibilities. Topological differences among
dendritic branching patterns are, therefore, represented
by the frequencies of occurrence of all such possible tree
types. Random branching, based on random selection of
the branching segment among the existing ones in the
tree, indeed results in large and characteristic variations
in the topological structures of dendritic trees. This has
initially been demonstrated for two specific modes of
random branching, i.e., occurring 1) exclusively at termi-
nal segments or 2) at all segments in a tree (e.g., Berry and
Bradley, 1976; Van Pelt and Verwer, 1983). The general
finding was that the first mode of branching (random
terminal growth) was in better agreement with the ob-
served incidence of different tree types than the second one
(random segmental growth). Van Pelt and Verwer (1986)
subsequently developed a generalized growth model in
which the probability of a segment to be selected for
branching was made dependent on 1) the type of the
segment (intermediate or terminal), and 2) the position of
the segment (centrifugal order) within the tree. With this
model, they could accurately account for the observed
topological variations found in dendrites from rat cerebel-
lar Purkinje cells, rat cortical pyramidal, and multipolar
non-pyramidal cells (Van Pelt et al., 1992). This agreement
could be obtained by incorporating either a slight contribu-
tion by intermediate segments to the branching process or
a moderate dependence of the branching probability on the
topological distance of the segment from the cell body.
Similar results were obtained by Dityatev et al. (1995),
who analysed topological variations in motoneuronal den-
drites from rat, cat, and frog, by using the same growth
model approach. These findings have provided strong
support for the hypothesis that dendritic development
proceeds stochastically by means of independently behav-
ing growth cones. These findings also imply that the
minimal assumptions for accounting for observed topologi-
cal variations reduce to the underlying probabilities for
segments to branch.

Although topological variance in dendrites thus appears
to be highly dependent on the mode of initial outgrowth, it
nevertheless is a robust property with respect to subse-
quent pruning. Van Pelt (1997) showed that removal of
uniform randomly selected segments or subtrees resulted
in trees, the topological variation of which was still fully
consistent with the mode of growth that was postulated for
the original complete trees. Under the given condition, this
should also apply for the retraction of branches during
development or loss of branches during sectioning.

Dendrites show also a large variation in the number of
terminal segments (or, equivalently, in the number of bifur-
cation points). For instance, the measured number of
terminal segments per dendritic tree ranges between 1
and about 13 for rat visual cortex pyramidal neurons
(Larkman, 1991), between 2 and about 49 for cat hindlimb
motoneurons (Ulfhake et al., 1988), and between approxi-
mately 375 and 525 for 1-month-old rat cerebellar Pur-
kinje cells (Woldenberg et al., 1993). This variation, clearly
dependent on the cell type, is a direct result of a varying
number of branching events experienced by the tree
during its development. The hypothesis that dendritic
arborizations can be fully accounted for by stochastically
behaving growth cones should also apply for the variable
occurrence of branching events in time. More specifically,
the question has to be answered whether the observed
variation in number of terminal segments per dendritic

tree can be accounted for by assuming that the growth
cones branch at random points in time. This question will
be addressed for sets of dendritic trees obtained from a
variety of cell types and species, the data for which were
either taken from the literature or made available by other
investigators (see next section). The random branching
hypothesis will be tested by extending the present growth
model, describing the selection process of the branching
segment among all existing ones so as to also include a
stochastic rule describing when a branching event will
occur during development. It will be shown that the
observed variations in the number of terminal segments
per dendritic tree can be accounted for accurately by
assuming branching events to occur randomly in time. In
the following section, the empirical data used for the
analysis will be presented, followed by a brief review of the
topological growth model. Finally, the new extensions will
be introduced in a step-wise manner.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Empirical distributions of the number of
terminal segments in dendritic trees

The terminal segment number data, used in this study,
are obtained from different sources. The motoneuron data
are obtained from a compilation by Dityatev et al. (1995),
used in a study of the topology and growth rules of
motoneuronal dendrites. They are derived from published
data or from raw data used in the publications cited below,
which were kindly provided by some of these authors. The
dendrites of gastrocnemius and soleus motoneurons of
adult cats (Cullheim et al., 1987), including unpublished
data from S. Cullheim, J.W. Fleshman, L.L. Glenn, and
R.E. Burke; the dendrites of lumbar motoneurons of young
rats (9–13 days; Chmykhova et al., 1987), including unpub-
lished data from O.A. Karamyan; dendrites of triceps
surae motoneurons of adult rats (Chen and Wolpaw, 1994),
including unpublished data from X.Y. Chen; the dendrites
of motoneurons in organotypic cultures of rat spinal cord
(Ulrich et al., 1994), including unpublished data from D.
Ulrich; lumbar motoneuron dendrites of frogs Rana ridi-
bunda (Babalian and Chmykhova, 1987), including unpub-
lished data from N.M. Chmykhova; and motoneurons of
frogs Rana esculenta (Birinyi et al., 1992), including
unpublished data from M. Antal were used, as well as
cultured neonatal rat striatum cholinergic interneurons
(Studer et al., 1994), including unpublished data from L.
Studer.

Terminal segment number distributions of completely
reconstructed, intracellularly stained basal dendrites in
rat cortical layer 2/3, thick layer 5, and slender layer 5
pyramidal neurons were obtained from Figure 3 in Lark-
man (1991). Golgi-Cox data of visual cortex Layer 2/3
pyramidal cell basal dendrites from 30 days and 150-day-
old rats, and of visual cortex multipolar nonpyramidal
dendrites from 150-day-old rats were kindly provided by
H.B.M. Uylings (see Uylings et al., 1990).

Dendrites of control groups of aged and adult human
fascia dentata granule cells were obtained from De Ruiter
and Uylings (1987), and from unpublished data of a study
of L. Mrzljak and Uylings at the NIBR, Amsterdam (also
see Seress and Mrzljak, 1987).

Terminal segment number data from rat Purkinje cell
dendritic trees were obtained from Figure 4 of Woldenberg
et al. (1993), encompassing the distributions of four age
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groups, viz. 1, 10, 18, and 28 months postnatally. The
means and standard deviations for the number of terminal
segments per dendrite are derived from the lumped termi-
nal segment number distributions in this figure.

The shapes of the terminal segment number distribu-
tions of all the above-mentioned dendrite data sets are
displayed in Figure 5 as continuous histogram lines. The
means and standard deviations of these terminal segment
number distributions, in the following indicated by mean
and sd, are given in Table 1, column 3 and 4. Additionally,
the means and sds for rat Purkinje cell dendritic trees of
five age groups (5, 10, 15, 30, and 50 days; see Berry and
Bradley, 1976) are included in Table 1.

Topological trees

For the topological characterization, dendrites are re-
duced to their skeleton of segments, maintaining their
particular pattern of connectivity (i.e., tree type). Metrical
properties are ignored. A topological tree is thus character-
ized by its number of segments and its tree type. Terminal
and intermediate segments are distinguished according to
whether they end in a terminal tip or in a bifurcation
point, respectively. The proximal/distal postition of a seg-
ment in the tree is denoted by its centrifugal order,
indicating the number of bifurcation points on the path
from the soma up to the pertinent segment. Thus, the root
segment has centrifugal order zero and, when it ends in a
bifurcation point, its daughter segments will have centrifu-
gal order one, etc. The number of terminal segments in a
tree will, in the following, be denoted as the degree of the
tree.

An efficient measure for the topological structure ap-
pears to be the tree-asymmetry index (Van Pelt et al.,
1992). For a tree of degree n, the index is defined by

At(an) 5
1

n 2 1 o
j 5 1

n 2 1

Ap(rj, sj), (1)

being the mean value of the partition asymmetries in the
tree, which, at each of the n 2 1 bifurcation points, indicate
the relative difference in the number of terminal segments
rj and sj in the two subtrees emerging from the jth
bifurcation point. The partition asymmetry Ap at a bifurca-
tion is defined as

Ap(r, s) 5
0r 2 s 0

r 1 s 2 2
(2)

for r 1 s . 2 and with Ap(1, 1) 5 0, by definition. The tree
asymmetry index equals zero when at each bifurcation the
two subtrees in the pair have an equal number of terminal
segments (maximal symmetry) and approaches one for
large trees, when in each subtree pair one of the two
subtrees is just one terminal segment (maximal asymme-
try).

Modeling the growth of dendritic
branching patterns

In the following sections, the construction of the growth
model is introduced in a stepwise manner, so as to clearly
show the results of the assumptions made in the growth
rules with respect to the eventual variation in the number
of terminal segments per dendrite. The original, so-called
QS-model will first be discussed and its ability to correctly

predict the variation in topological tree types after a given
number of branching events. Next, dendritic growth will
be introduced as a random branching process on a series of
time periods (denoted as time-bins) to arrive at a correct
description of the variation in the number of terminal
segments per dendrite. Finally, the growth process will be
defined on a real time scale in order to obtain a correct
description of the time course of the mean of the terminal
segment number distribution.

Modeling dendritic growth as a sequence
of branching events at randomly
selected segments (QS-model)

The QS-model, developed by Van Pelt and Verwer (1986),
describes dendritic growth as a series of branching events.
At each branching event a new (terminal) segment is
attached to one of the existing segments. The selection of
the segment for branching is assumed to be determined by
a random process, based on a scheme of branching prob-
abilities. These probabilities may differ between intermedi-
ate and terminal segments and may depend on the topologi-
cal distance of the segment from the cell body (centrifugal
order). The branching probability pterm of a terminal
segment at centrifugal order g is defined by pterm 5 C122Sg,
with parameter S modulating the dependence on centrifu-
gal order, and C1 being a normalization constant to make
the sum of the branching probabilities of all the segments
in the tree equal to one. For S 5 0, all terminal segments
have the same probability for being selected for branching.
For S 5 1, the branching probability of a terminal segment
will decrease by a factor of two for each following order.
The branching probability of an intermediate segment pint
relates to that of a terminal segment of the same order via
pint 5

Q
1 2 Q pterm, with Q a parameter having values between

0 and 1. The parameter Q roughly indicates the total
branching probability for all intermediate segments in a
tree, with Q 5 0 (no branching of intermediate segments)
and Q 5 1 (branching of intermediate segments only).

After n 2 1 branching events, a tree will be formed
having n 2 1 bifurcation points, n 2 1 intermediate and n
terminal segments, and with a connectivity pattern (tree
type), which is one out of a finite number of possible tree
types with n terminal segments. The randomness in the
selection of the segment for branching makes the actual
sequence of branching events, and thus the final tree type,
also the result of a random process. An example of two such
sequences of seven branching events is given in Figure 1
for the random terminal growth mode, in which only
terminal segments can branch (all of them with equal
probability) (Q, S) 5 (0,0). The frequencies of occurrence of
the various tree types depend upon the mode of growth, as
determined by the parameter values Q and S, and also
result in a characteristic value for the mean tree-
asymmetry index. For the random terminal growth mode,
the expected value for the tree-asymmetry index is equal
to 0.46. Lower tree-asymmetry values are expected when
terminal segments, proximal to the soma, have a higher
branching probability than distal terminal segments.
Higher tree-asymmetry values in turn occur, either when
predominantly distal terminal segments branch, or when
intermediate as well as terminal segments branch.

For optimal parameter values, the QS-model accurately
reproduces the topological variation observed in natural
dendrites (i.e., the frequency distribution of different tree
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types with a given number of terminal segments; Van Pelt
and Verwer, 1986; Van Pelt et al., 1992; Dityatev et al.,
1995). For both the pyramidal and the motoneuron cell
groups values were found for the tree-asymmetry index
close to or slightly lower than 0.46, thus suggesting a
process of random terminal branching with a possibly
slight dominance of proximal terminal segments. Thus,
these authors have demonstrated that the assumption of
random sequential branching is sufficient to explain the
observed topological variability in dendritic trees with
equal number of terminal segments. Additionally, Dityatev
et al. (1995) showed that, like the tree-asymmetry index,
other properties, which depend upon the topological struc-
tures, such as the maximal and the mean centrifugal order
of the segments, the partition frequencies (i.e., the number
of terminal segments in subtree pairs at bifurcation points),
and the relationship between mean centrifugal order and
number of terminal segments for a given set of trees, were
correctly reproduced by the QS-model.

Dityatev et al. (1995) rightly pointed out the incomplete-
ness of the QS-model in the sense that it does not consider
the variation in the number of terminal segments per
dendritic tree. Indeed, the QS-model was designed to
explain the topological variation in trees after a given
number of branching events, but not the variation in the
number of branching events during a given period of time.
In the next sections, the QS-model will be extended by
formulating growth as a stochastic process in time. The
number of branching events after a given time period then
becomes also a variable quantity. Based on the results of
the topological studies (Van Pelt et al., 1992; Dityatev et
al., 1995), we will assume in the following that branching
occurs at terminal segments only.

Modeling dendritic growth as a random
branching process in time

As argued above, branching will be assumed to occur
exclusively at terminal segments (i.e., Q 5 0). We will
consider a growth process over a developmental period T.
This period is divided into N short periods, called time-
bins with, not necessarily equal, durations Ti, which add
up to the total duration T(S i51

N Ti 5 T ). For each time-bin

i, branching probabilities pi for the terminal segments will
be defined. The number N will be chosen large enough that
the branching probability per terminal segment per time-
bin is much smaller than unity. Then, it is unlikely that a
given segment will branch more than once per time-bin.
The branching probability per unit of time follows from
pi/Ti. The first steps concern the definition of the branching
probabilities per time-bin. It will be shown that these steps
result in a realistic description of the shape of the degree
distribution, and thus of the variation in terminal segment
number. The last steps concern the definition of the
time-bin durations, which allow for a realistic description
of the time course of the degree distribution during devel-
opment, maintaining the correct shapes at the different
points in time.

Step 1. Constant branching probability (B-model).

First, it will be assumed that the branching probability p
of terminal segments per time-bin remains constant dur-
ing the growth process. The expected number of branching
events B of a single terminal segment during the whole
developmental period T is then equal to B 5 pN. In the
following, we will take B as a parameter of the model and
we obtain p via

p 5 B/N. (3)

The growth rate per time-bin, the mean (i.e., expected)
number of branching events Dni in a tree with ni terminal
segments at time-bin i equals

Dni 5 nip 5 niB/N. (4)

The number of actually occurring branching events per
time-bin increases the number of terminal segments accord-
ingly, so that an increasing number of terminal segments
comes to participate in the branching process. Two ex-
amples of growth sequences are depicted in Figure 2 for
the parameter values B 5 3 and N 5 200. The branching
probability per terminal segment per time-bin then equals
p 5 B/N 5 3/200, being much smaller than unity. The
stochastic nature of the branching process is reflected in

Fig. 1. Growth of a branching pattern depicted as a sequence of
branching events. At each branching event, one of the terminal
segments is randomly selected for branching (indicated by asterisk)
according to a uniform probability distribution (random terminal
growth mode). After seven branching events, trees are formed with

eight terminal segments. The randomness in branching has resulted
in two different sequences A and B, ending in different topological tree
types. The trees are depicted in a standardized way, such that, at each
bifurcation point, the left subtree has a rank number, lower than or equal
to the rank number of the right subtree (Van Pelt and Verwer, 1983).
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the variation in the two different growth sequences, and in
the large difference in degree in the final trees.

Figure 2A shows a sequence with only a few branching
events. Figure 2B shows a sequence with a rapid prolifera-
tion of the number of terminal segments and a clearly
increasing growth rate. Thus, at the end of the period T the
same growth rule results in trees of highly different size. A
broad distribution for the number of terminal segments
per tree is therefore expected when many trees are pro-
duced by this growth model. This is indeed shown in
Figure 3A with degree distributions for parameter values
B 5 1, 2, 3, and 4. All the distributions are monotonously
decreasing with increasing degree and have long tails for
even small values of the parameter B. These shape charac-
teristics are, however, quite different from those of the
observed degree distributions, which are unimodal and do
not have large tails (see Fig. 5). Thus, although the
assumption of constant branching probabilities per termi-
nal segment per time-bin (B-model) results in a substan-
tial variation in the number of terminal segments in the
final trees, the shape of the degree distribution is highly
unrealistic.

Step 2. Degree-dependent branching probabilities

(BE-model). The constant branching probability model
produces large tails in the degree distribution because the
rate of increase in the degree of the trees is proportional to
the degree itself. To reduce such a growth accelerating
effect we now assume that, in addition, the branching
probability pi of a terminal segment per time-bin i depends
on the total number of terminal segments ni in the tree,

pi 5 B/Nni
E, (5)

in which the exponent E modulates the strength of the
degree dependency. For the growth rate, the expected
number of branching events in the tree at time-bin i, Dni,
we obtain

Dni 5 nipi 5 Bni
12E/N. (6)

For E 5 0, we again obtain the B-model, with pi 5 B/N. For
the value E 5 1, in contrast, the branching probability per

terminal segment per time-bin becomes pi 5 B/Nni. Then,
the expected number of branching events during time-bin i
becomes Dni 5 B/N, a constant, independent of the size of
the tree, which shows that p is fully corrected for the
effects of increasingly many terminal segments in the
growing tree. The effect of degree-dependent branching
probabilities is illustrated in Figure 3B showing that the
long tails disappear for increasing values of E, while the
unimodal distribution becomes increasingly narrower. The
distributions in the figures have been calculated by means
of a recurrent expression for the degree distribution which
is given in the Appendix. The distributions in Figure 3A, B
display a full range of shapes for different values of the
parameters B and E. This is also illustrated in Figure 4 in
which the (B, E) parameter grid is mapped onto the (mean,
sd) plane. The map is obtained by calculating for many
pairs of (B, E) parameter values the mean and standard
deviation of the degree distribution, which are subse-
quently plotted as a point in the (mean, sd) plane. Points
having equal E values are then connected so as to form
continuous lines while points with equal B values are
connected by dotted lines. Using the mean and sd of a set of
observed trees, this map makes it easy to find those (B, E)
parameter values that optimally reproduce the given
mean and sd values. The family of E-curves (continuous
lines) in the map shows how the variance is reduced by
increasing values of E. The (B, E) parameter grid covers a
large area of the (mean, sd)-plane, implying that any
desired mean and sd within this area can be reproduced by
an appropriate choice of (B, E) parameter values.

The BE-model is thus able to produce distributions for
the number of terminal segments per dendrite with realis-
tic values for both mean and sd. Whether the shape of the
distributions is correctly reproduced as well will be dis-
cussed in the following sections.

Step 3. Degree- and order-dependent branching prob-

abilities (BES-model). In the B-model and BE-model
all terminal segments in a tree have equal probabilities for
branching per time-bin. This mode of growth results in a
variation in topological structures that is similar to that
for the ‘‘random terminal growth mode’’ (Q, S) 5 (0, 0). The
restriction of equal branching probabilities will now be

Fig. 2. Growth of a branching pattern versus a time-bin scale. The
full time period is divided into N 5 200 time-bins. At each time-bin,
any of the terminal segments in the growing tree may branch with a
constant probability p. When a branching event has actually occurred,
the new tree is plotted at the time-bin of concern. The branching
probability p is defined by p 5 B/N with B the expected number of
branching events of a single terminal segment during the full period.

The two examples, calculated for B 5 3, N 5 200, and thus for p 5
0.015, demonstrate how individual growth courses may differ because
of the randomness in branching and how the final trees may differ in
the number of terminal segments. Additionally, they show that the
number of branch points in the final trees can be (much) larger than
the value of B 5 3, because of the proliferation in the number of
terminal segments during growth.
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relaxed by letting the branching probability of a terminal
segment depend on both the degree of the tree (BE-model)
and the centrifugal order of the segment (S-model) as

pi 5 C22SgB/Nni
E, (7)

with g denoting the centrifugal order of the terminal
segment and C 5 n/S j51

n 22Sgj being a normalization
constant, with a summation over all n terminal segments.
The normalization ensures that the summed branching
probability per time-bin of all the terminal segments in the
tree does not change. The growth rate will not be changed
either under such condition and will still be determined solely
by the parameters B and E. For S 5 0 the order dependency in
the branching probabilities disappears and the BES-model
reduces to the BE-model with pi 5 B/Nni

E.
Thus, the BES-model combines the properties of the

BE-model in generating the variation in the number of
terminal segments and the properties of the QS-model
(with Q taken to be zero) by generating realistic variations
among topological tree types. Because the latter variation
has been extensively discussed in previous papers (e.g., see
Van Pelt et al., 1992), we will ignore this variation in the
present study and focus only on the variation in the
number of terminal segments in the observed dendritic
data sets. Then, it suffices to use the BE-model.

The BES-model has been defined on a time-bin scale
without the need of specifying the actual durations of the
different time-bins. These durations become important,
however, when we wish to correctly describe the time-
course of the (mean) number of terminal segments per
dendritic tree during development. This final extension of
the model will be described later, following a test of the
BE-model against observed dendritic trees.

Simulation procedure

The simulation of the growth process for the general
BES-growth model proceeds according to the following

algorithm. For a given tree at a given time-bin, the
branching probabilities are calculated for all of the n
terminal segments with, for S Þ 0, the centrifugal order g
being taken into account of each of them. Then, using a
uniform random number between 0 and 1, it is decided for
each terminal segment whether a branching event actu-
ally occurs in the given time-bin (i.e., a branching event
occurs when the random number is smaller than or equal
to the branching probability for that segment). A branch-
ing event implies that a new terminal segment is attached
to the branching segment. When none of the segments
have branched, the tree maintains its structure into the next
time-bin. The process starts at the first time-bin with a single
(root) segment and stops at the last time-bin. Note, that the
number of time-bins is arbitrarily chosen, but such that the
branching probability per time-bin is much smaller than unity.

Comparison of the shapes of the observed
and the BE-model-predicted degree

distributions

Two methods have been used for finding the optimal
values for the parameters B and E for a given set of
observed dendrites. In the moment method the (mean, sd)
values of the observed degree distribution are plotted as a
data point in the parameter map (Fig. 4) and the corre-
sponding B and E values are derived from the position of
this point in the (B, E) parameter grid. The shape of the
model degree distribution, calculated for these model
parameters, is subsequently tested against the shape of
the observed distribution by means of the x2 test. In the
maximum likelihood method (MLE) the B and E param-
eter values are estimated by optimizing the shape of the
model distribution to the observed distribution by means
of a maximum likelihood procedure. For general informa-
tion concerning maximum likelihood estimators the reader
is referred to Cox and Hinkley (1974) and for a specific
application to Verwer et al. (1987).

Fig. 3. A: Degree distributions of trees obtained by growth modes
in which each terminal segment has a constant branching probability
per time-bin p, given by p 5 B/N, with N 5 500 and B 5 1, 2, 3, or 4,
respectively. B: Degree distributions of trees obtained by growth
modes in which the branching probability pi per terminal segment per

time-bin i depends on the total number of terminal segments ni with
pi 5 B/Nni

E, N 5 500, B 5 4, and E 5 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0,
respectively. The distributions for E 5 0 are monotonously decreasing,
but become for E . 0 unimodal and narrower for increasing values of E.
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RESULTS OF BE-MODEL

Comparison of observed and calculated
degree distributions

Optimal values for the model parameters B and E for the
different cell types are obtained using the moment method
(Table 1, columns 5 and 6) and the MLE method (Table 1,
columns 10 and 11). The mean’s and standard deviation’s
of the calculated degree distributions for these parameter
values are given in columns 7 and 8 for the moment
method outcomes, and in columns 12 and 13 for the MLE
outcomes. The levels of significance of the x2 tests in Table
1, all being larger than 0.05, demonstrate that the model
distributions are not significantly different from the ob-
served ones. The (B, E) model is thus able to accurately
describe the shape of all the observed degree distributions.
The goodness-of-fit is also qualitatively demonstrated
in Figure 5 with the observed distributions plotted as
continuous lines and the best-fitting model distributions
(from the moment method) by dashed lines. Also the

mean’s and sd’s of the observed distributions are accu-
rately reproduced by the model. The mean difference
between the estimates by both methods was found to be
20.012 (sd 5 0.124) for parameter B and 20.006
(sd 5 0.025) for parameter E.

Relationship between model parameters. To deter-
mine how the optimal parameters B and E correlate with
the mean and sd of the degree distributions, two-way
scatterplots have been made of these quantities (Fig. 6).
The correlation coefficients, given in the heading of each
panel, reveal significant correlations between sd and mean,
between B and both mean and sd, and between E and both
mean and sd. No correlation was found between B and E,
indicating that these parameters are independent, and
suggesting that they reflect different factors regulating
dendritic complexity.

Complexity and variability of dendrites. The ques-
tion is further addressed whether different classes of
neurons can be distinguished on the basis of their degree

Fig. 4. Mapping of the (B, E) parameter grid onto the (mean,sd)-
plane. The map is obtained by calculating for many pairs of (B, E)
growth model parameter values the mean and standard deviation of
the degree distribution, produced by the model, which are subse-
quently plotted as a point in the (mean,sd)-plane. The continuous lines
connect points in the (mean,sd)-plane with equal E value, the dotted

lines connect points with equal B value. The observed data points from
Table 1 are plotted according to their mean and sd values and labeled
as square (cat motoneurons), circle (frog motoneurons), triangle (rat
motoneurons), plus sign (cultured cholinergic interneurons), times
sign (rat pyramidal neurons), Y (rat multipolar nonpyramidal neu-
rons), and diamond (human dentate granule cells).
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distributions. The scatterplot in Figure 6B shows a strong
clustering of (B, E) values of the five pyramidal cell groups
around their mean point [B(sem), E(sem) 5 3.55(0.17),
0.68(0.02)]. Both the motoneuron dendrites of cat (N), rat
(S), and frog ((), with mean values [B(sem), E(sem) 5
3.92(0.4), 0.29(0.04)], the rat multipolar nonpyramidal
cells (Y) with (B, E) 5 (1.49, 0.42) and the human dentate
granule cells (V) with (B, E) 5 (2.36, 0.38) appear to differ
significantly from the rat pyramidal cells (3) with respect
to E. Rat Purkinje cell groups (not displayed in the figure)
with (B, E) 5 (50,0.54) differ significantly from all other
cell types with respect to B, while for E they fall between
the pyramidal cells and the other cell types.

Course of mean and standard deviation of
degree distribution versus time-bin number

The shapes of the degree distributions are obtained by
means of the recurrent equation, specified in the Appen-
dix, which is based on the calculation of the distribution at
all successive time-bins. How the mean and sd develops
versus time-bin is illustrated in Figure 7A, in which the
time course is calculated for the pyramidal cell basal
dendrites, by using their mean (B, E) 5 (3.55, 0.68) values.
Knowing the time course of the mean degree ni as a
function of time-bin number i, the averaged branching
probability per terminal segment per time-bin can be

TABLE 1. Comparison of Observed and Model Predicted Distributions of the Number of Terminal Segments in Dendritic Trees1

Observations

Model best fit outcomes

Moment method MLE method

Cell types n

Degree

B E

Degree
x2-test
p-value B E

Degree
x2-test
p-valueMn Sd Mn Sd Mn Sd

Cat motoneurons
Cullheim et al. (1987)

Gastrocnemius-Fast 44 16.5 9.3 4.55 0.29 16.6 9.4 0.33 4.4 0.27 16.6 9.5 0.31
Soleus-Slow 10 10.8 6.0 3.95 0.36 10.8 6.0 0.17 4.5 0.39 12.5 6.4 0.23

Frog motoneurons
Birinyi et al. (1992)

Rana esc.-Lumbar 25 23.8 16.9 4.15 0.14 23.8 16.8 0.09 4.0 0.12 24.4 17.2 0.21
Rana esc.-Brachial 17 17.5 7.4 6.35 0.47 17.7 7.5 0.37 6.2 0.46 17.7 7.4 0.44

Babalian and Chmykhova (1987)
Rana rid.-Lumbar 33 22.5 13.5 4.75 0.23 22.4 13.3 0.19 4.9 0.24 23.4 13.3 0.16

Rat motoneurons
Chmykhova et al. (1987)

Young Lumb. DLN 29 5.9 3.4 2.75 0.43 5.8 3.4 0.48 2.9 0.47 6.0 3.3 0.25
Young Lumb. VLN 27 11.1 8.7 2.85 0.11 11.1 8.7 0.14 2.9 0.13 11.1 8.3 0.31

Chen and Wolpaw (1994)
Adult triceps surae 104 14.1 10.6 3.25 0.13 13.9 10.4 0.34 3.3 0.14 14.1 10.1 0.34

Ulrich et al. (1994)
In culture 35 4.4 2.9 1.95 0.31 4.4 2.9 0.65 2.0 0.33 4.4 2.9 0.41

Rat cholinergic interneurons
In culture, Studer et al. (1994)

No NGF 58 8.6 6.1 2.75 0.19 8.5 6.1 0.48 3.0 0.26 8.5 5.5 0.39
With NGF 59 10.9 6.9 3.45 0.26 10.8 6.9 0.07 3.5 0.27 10.9 6.7 0.15

Rat pyramidal neurons
Uylings et al. (1990)

L 2/3 30 days 413 5.6 2.68 3.35 0.68 5.4 2.6 0.24 3.40 0.68 5.6 2.6 0.62
L 2/3 150 days 494 5.6 2.74 3.25 0.66 5.5 2.7 0.12 3.35 0.67 5.6 2.7 0.33

Larkman et al. (1993)
L2/3 78 6.7 3.0 4.05 0.69 6.7 3.0 0.33 4.10 0.69 6.7 3.0 0.36
Thick L5 65 6.0 2.7 3.85 0.74 6.0 2.7 0.55 3.75 0.71 6.0 2.7 0.81
Slender L5 44 5.9 2.9 3.35 0.63 5.8 2.9 0.62 3.30 0.61 5.9 2.9 0.60

Rat multipolar nonpyramidal neurons
Uylings et al. (1990)

150 days 532 3.1 1.9 1.49 0.42 3.1 1.9 0.91 1.55 0.45 3.1 1.9 0.97
Rat purkinje cells

Woldenberg et al. (1993)
1 month 9 455 42 60.0 0.585 448 41.4 0.22

10 months 23 579 91
18 months 25 409 125
28 months 22 499 74

Berry and Bradley (1976)
5 days 17 60 21

10 days 17 79 22
15 days 10 245 74
30 days 10 477 58 40 0.486 482 58
50 days 10 543 144

Human dentate granule neurons
De Ruiter and Uylings (1987)

Aged controls 167 4.8 3.0 2.27 0.39 4.8 3.0 0.91 2.25 0.37 4.8 3.0 0.50
Mrzljak and Uylings (unpubl)

Adult 43 5.5 3.3 2.44 0.37 5.4 3.3 0.76 2.45 0.35 5.5 3.3 0.81

1Results of the analysis of experimental degree distributions. Column 1 contains the references for the used neuronal data sets, see also the text. Column 2 contains the number of
dendrites in the data set. Column 3 and 4 contain the means and standard deviations, respectively, of the degree distributions of the observed dendritic trees. Model results,
optimized by means of the Moment Method, are given in Columns 5–9 and optimized by the MLE method given in columns 10–14. Columns 5, 6, 10, and 11 contain the values for the
parameters B and E that let the growth model optimally describe the shape of the observed distributions. The means and standard deviations of these modelled distributions are
given in columns 7–8 and 12–13, respectively. A x2-test is used to compare the shapes of the modelled and observed degree distributions, with the levels of significance given in
columns 9 and 14. Rat Purkinje cells were analyzed by means of the Moment Method only, because experimental data of the shape of the degree distribution were not available. For
reasons given in the paper, only the 1 month data is analyzed.
n, number of dendrites; DLN, dorsal lateral nucleus; VLN, ventral lateral nucleus; NGF, nerve growth factor; Mn, mean; Sd, standard deviation; MLE, maximum likelihood
estimate; L, cortical layer.
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Fig. 5. Frequency distributions of the number of terminal seg-
ments per dendritic tree for different cell types and species, as
indicated in the headings of the panels. Each panel displays the
observed frequency distribution, plotted as a continuous line histo-
gram, and the expected distribution for the optimized growth model,
plotted by a dashed curve. The values for the mean and standard
deviation of the observed and expected distributions, as well as the
optimized model parameters B and E are given in Table 1. A full list of
references and sources of the unpublished data is given in Materials
and Methods. Note that in many of the distributions the classes of the
number of terminal segments have been lumped, in order to obtain a
sufficient number of observations per class. For instance, the range of
1–52 terminal segments in panel I is divided into 13 classes, with trees

with 1–4 terminal segments counted in class 1, with 5–8 terminal
segments into class 2, etc. Lumping was not applied in the distribu-
tions in the panels L–O and Q–S. The figure demonstrates i) the large
variation in the number of terminal segments per dendritic tree, ii) the
differences in shapes of the terminal segment number distribution
between different cell types and species, and iii) the accuracy with
which the optimized growth model can reproduce the shapes of the
observed distributions. Gastr-F, gastrocnemuis-Fast; Esc-L, esculenta-
lumbar; Esc-B, esculenta-brachial; Ridib-L, ridibunda-lumbar; Lvln,
lumbar ventral lateral nucleus; Ldln, lumbar dorsal lateral nucleus;
TS, triceps surae; Chol, cholinergic; TL5, thick layer V; SL5, slender
layer V; Mpnp, Multipolar nonpyramidal.



calculated using Eq. 5 (pi 5 B/Nni
E). Its course vs. time-

bin number is displayed in Fig. 7B. Similar courses for the
mean and sd, and the branching probability vs. time-bin
for the 1 month Purkinje cell group of Woldenberg et al.
(1993) are given in Figure 7C,D, respectively. They are
calculated for the values (B, E) 5 (60, 0.585). The growth
courses of the mean appear to be non-linear functions of
time-bin number with an increasing growth rate. The
branching probabilities show a declining pattern versus
time-bin number. These patterns illustrate how, because of
the nonzero value of E, the increasing number of terminal
segments has a reducing effect on the branching probabili-
ties. The increasing growth rate, however, demonstrates
that this reduction does not fully compensate for the
increase in the terminal segments. As can be derived from
Eq. 6 (Dni 5 Bni

12E/N), a decreasing growth rate per time-
bin will occur for values of E larger than one. For all the
analyzed data sets, however, the optimum E-values ap-
pear to be smaller than one.

Expected branching probabilities
per unit of time

Branching probabilities have so far been defined per
time-bin via the parameters B and E, optimized such that

the model degree distribution at the last time-bin corre-
sponds as closely as possible to the observed one. No
assumptions were made for the durations of the different
time-bins, but to describe the branching process in real
time, we will need to make the time-bin durations explicit.
The branching probability per time-bin pi can then be
transformed into a branching probability per unit of time
p(t) via p(t) 5 pi/Ti, with Ti the duration of time-bin i and pi
given by Eq. 5 (pi 5 B/Nni

E). The growth rate per time-bin
Dni is then transformed into a growth rate per unit of time
via dn/dt 5 Dni/Ti.

Equal time-bin durations. When all the time-bins Ti
have equal durations, Ti 5 T/N, we obtain for the branch-
ing probability per unit of time p(t) 5 Bn(t)2E/T, and for the
growth rate dn/dt 5 Bn(t)12E/T. For values of E between 0
and 1, as found for the analysed data sets, the branching
probability per unit of time is a monotonically decreasing
function, while growth rate is a monotonically increasing
function of time. Because of the linear transformation the
continuous time functions have the same shape as the
time-bin functions, for instance, as given in Figure 7A–D.
Growth terminates eventually and one expect the growth
function to stabilize at a constant value, and both the
branching probability and the growth rate to go to zero

Fig. 6. Scatterplots of the outcomes of the analysed data sets
(frequency distributions of the number of terminal segments per
dendrite) listed in Table 1. Scatterplots are given for the six combina-
tions of the mean and standard deviation of the observed distribution
and the optimal growth model parameter B and E. The dotted line
indicates the linear regression through the data points. In the heading
of each panel is given the coefficient of correlation r and the level of

significance P. The symbols refer to the different classes of neurons
(like in Fig. 4) as square (cat motoneurons), circle (frog motoneurons),
triangle (rat motoneurons), plus sign (cultured cholinergic interneu-
rons), times sign (rat pyramidal neurons), Y (rat multipolar nonpyra-
midal neurons), and diamond (human dentate granule cells). Note the
absence of correlation in the B-E scatterplot in panel B (i.e., P 5 0.75).
The Purkinje cell data points are outside the scale of the panels.
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values. This is clearly not the case for the mentioned
curves. The continuous curves in Figure 7A,C increase in
values and in their derivatives with time-bin number,
while the curves in 7B,D, although declining, do not
converge to zero values. We shall therefore relax the
condition of equal time-bin durations.

Unequal time-bin durations (BEST-model). Realis-
tic growth curves can be estimated when degree distribu-
tions are available at several age points during develop-
ment. Berry and Bradley (1976) have reconstructed
Purkinje cell dendritic trees at five different age points and
found mean(sd) values of the degree distributions of
60(21), 79(22), 245(74), 477(58), and 543(144) at days 5, 10,
15, 30, and 50, respectively [Berry and Bradley (1976),
values estimated from Fig. 11; see also Woldenberg et al.
(1993), p. 421]. The mean(sd) value at day 30 compares
well with the 1 month outcome of 455(42) from the work of
Woldenberg et al., (1993). These five data points from
Berry and Bradley (1976) are drawn in Figure 7E using a
linear time scale versus time-bin, such that time-bin N 5
500 corresponds to real time T 5 30 days. For the 30 days
age group the optimal parameter values were found to be
(B, E) 5 (40, 0.486), and the growth curve for these
parameter values has also been drawn in Figure 7E. The

observed growth curve deviates clearly from the one
calculated on the basis of equal time-bin durations.

The model growth curve can be brought into accordance
with the observed data points by defining appropriate
(unequal) values for the time-bin durations. The following
procedure has been applied. By using the model growth
curve (optimized for the 30 day age group), the bin number
for each of the other age groups was calculated at which
the theoretical growth curve attained corresponding val-
ues for the observed mean. This is shown in Figure 7E by
the dotted lines, drawn horizontally from the observed
data points towards the growth curve, and from the
intersection points vertically to the bin number axis. In
this way, the age of a Purkinje cell group can be associated
with a particular bin number. The outcomes for the five cell
groups are subsequently plotted as data points in Figure
7F. A bin-to-time mapping was next obtained by interpolat-
ing between these data points in a, for simplicity, linear
manner. The bin-to-time curve in Figure 7F clearly devi-
ates from the straight line, which would be expected when
all the time-bins have an equal duration. The bin dura-
tions, determined by the slope of the curve, increase with
time-bin number between the 2nd and 5th data point. No
assumptions have been made concerning the time of onset

Fig. 7. Course of the mean and standard deviation of the degree
distribution versus time-bin (growth curves), calculated with model
parameters optimized for (A) the pyramidal cells and (C) the 1 month
Purkinje cells. The corresponding branching probabilities per time-bin
are given in (B) and (D), respectively. The model growth curves for the
30 days (post natal) old Purkinje cells is given in E in which also the
observed means and standard deviations are plotted of the different
age groups of Berry and Bradley (1976), by using a linear time scale

with bin 500 corresponding with age of 30 days. The bin numbers at
which the growth curve attains similar mean values as the data points
are plotted in F against the age of the groups. G is obtained when the
bin scale of panel (E) is transformed into a time scale using the
bin-to-time curve in panel (F). H displays the branching probabilities
per terminal segment per hour, calculated from the time course of the
mean in G.
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of branching, i.e., the time of the first bin. Therefore, the
first part of the bin-to-time curve has not been drawn.

By using this bin-to-time function, the time-bin scale of
Figure 7E was transformed into a time scale resulting in a
model growth curve of the mean versus time (Fig. 7G) that
passes through the observed data points. Note, that by this
bin-to-time transformation the relationship between mean
and sd of the model curve is not changed. Finally, the time
course of the branching probability per terminal segment
per unit of time was calculated, by using the time-bin
durations derived from the bin-to-time curve (Fig. 7H). It
shows that the branching probability per hour of a termi-
nal segment has a value of about 0.0023 (i.e., 0.06/day)
between days 5 and 10, rapidly increases to a value
between 0.008 and 0.013 (i.e., 0.2–0.3/day) between days
10 and 15, and then drops back to about 0.002 (i.e.,
0.05/day) between days 15 and 30 before a final decline to
about 0.0003 (i.e., 0.007/day). The sharp transitions in the
curve originate from the piece-wise linear approximation
of the bin-to-time function. Nevertheless, with the data
shown in Figure 7, an estimate is obtained for the absolute
values of the branching probabilities per terminal segment
per hour. Striking is the increased branching probability in
the Purkinje cells between day 10 and 15, while before and
after this transient increase the probabilities are more or
less stable at a level of about 0.002 per hour. This peak
coincides with the period of largest growth rate in terminal
segment number (day 10–15) (see Fig. 7G and Table 1).
The model growth curve in Figure 7G is optimized to
reproduce the observed mean(sd) at day 30 and to run
correctly through the observed means of all age groups.
Figure 7G demonstrates that the observed sd’s at day 5
and 10 also correspond closely with the sd’s of this growth
curve, but at days 15 and 50 are larger then predicted.

In a similar way, the developmental course of branching
probabilities can be estimated for other cell types when
dendritic data sets are available at different points in time
during development. We are presently analysing data sets
of developing rat cortical pyramidal and nonpyramidal
dendrites (Uylings et al., 1994). Based on the developmen-
tal curves of the total number of basal dendritic segments
per cell and of segment length and total dendritic length,
these authors concluded that the phase of rapid dendritic
growth ends at about postnatal day 18.

DISCUSSION

Agreement between experimental
and theoretical data

The model-based study of the distribution of the number
of terminal segments in dendritic trees has demonstrated
that the large variation observed in the number of termi-
nal segments per dendrite (i.e., degree) can emerge natu-
rally from the stochastic behavior of branching growth
cones. By dividing the developmental period into a series
of time-bins, it turns out that a constant branching prob-
ability per time-bin results in unrealistic distributions for
the number of terminal segment per dendritic tree. In
contrast, the observed degree distributions could be accu-
rately reproduced when the branching probability per
time-bin was made to decrease with increasing number of
terminal segments in a growing tree. Only two parameters
(B and E, see Eq. 5) were needed in the model to obtain this
result. Two different methods have been used for estimat-
ing optimal parameter values, viz., the moment method for

approximating the mean and sd of the observed degree
distribution, and the maximum likelihood method for
approximating the shape of the degree distribution. The
fact that similar results were obtained demonstrates the
reliability of the estimates. Because the shape of any
distribution is determined by many more than the first two
moments, a good fit means that the model is not just
descriptive but also has ‘‘explanatory’’ value, i.e., by explain-
ing correctly the higher-order moments. Since the model is
simple in structure, based only on randomness and degree-
dependent branching probabilities, it may appear surpris-
ing that the natural variation in the number of terminal
segments per dendrite can be so accurately generated, but
random branching had already been shown to be a suffi-
cient condition for explaining topological variability in
dendritic shapes (Van Pelt et al., 1992, Dityatev et al.,
1995). Randomness in branching behavior could originate
from the many factors involved in the splitting of growth
cones: the dynamic behavior of filopodia in sensing highly
variable local environmental cues, their interaction with
the actin cytoskeleton, and the dynamic instability of the
assembling/disassembling microtubule cytoskeleton seem
to be major components herein (e.g., Martin et al., 1993;
Kater et al., 1994; Letourneau et al., 1994; Van Veen and
Van Pelt, 1994).

The formulation of the branching process on a series of
time-bins still leaves the freedom to define the durations
and to map the time-bins on a real time scale. Such
mapping does not interfere with the model’s ability to
predict the correct degree distribution and thus mean/sd
relationships. It is shown that equal time-bin durations
result in an increasing growth rate of the mean number of
terminal segments per dendrite. It is demonstrated how to
obtain a bin-to-time transformation such that the model
growth curve for the mean passes through the observed
data points for different age groups.

An important feature of the model is that it relates the
time course of the mean and sd of the degree distribution
with the branching probabilities of the growth cones per
unit of time. From the Purkinje cell age groups the
branching probability per day can be estimated to have a
value of the order of 0.05 between day 5 and day 30 with a
transient increase to a level of about 0.2–0.3 between day
10 and 15. Although the piece-wise linear approximation
may seem unrealistic, a more smoothed version is not
expected to change the order of magnitude of the derived
branching probabilities. Alternatively, a smoother growth
curve can be obtained when experimental data become
available for more age points. Evidently, given the small
number of age points for the rat Purkinje cells, the
estimated branching probabilities per unit of time are
solely predictions from the model, and still needs to be
tested experimentally. When only a single group at one
developmental stage is available, such as the cortical
pyramidal cells in this study, the time course of the
branching probabilities can only be estimated if assump-
tions are made with respect to the time-bin durations. It
should be noted that the estimation of branching probabili-
ties is obtained from different cell groups at different ages,
and not from longitudinal studies on the same cells, (e.g.,
Uylings et al., 1994).

Termination of growth

Growth rate is a function of both the branching probabil-
ity of terminal segments per unit of time and the number
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of terminal segments. Growth terminates when the de-
cline in branching probability per unit of time exceeds the
increase in terminal segment number. Such a decline is
achieved by increasing the durations of the time-bins, i.e.,
by choosing an appropriate time-bin duration function.
This is shown in the analysis of the Purkinje cell age
groups in which the reduction in growth rate and the
stabilization of the growth curve (Fig. 7G) could be ob-
tained by increasing the durations of time-bins (steeper
slope in Fig. 7F).

Interpretation of parameters

Three aspects have been distinguished in dendritic
branching by the model, viz., i) the ‘‘basic’’ branching
process of an individual growth cone, defined by the
expected number of branching events B during the develop-
mental period under (hypothetical) isolated conditions, ii)
the ‘‘proliferation’’ of the number of growth cones in the
growing tree, and iii) the ‘‘modulation’’ of the ‘‘basic’’
branching probability by the increasing number of growth
cones (determined by the parameter E). The lack of
correlation between B and E in the analyzed data sets
indeed suggest that aspects i and iii reflect different
mechanisms in dendritic branching. All three aspects
finally determine the shape of the terminal segment
number distribution, with B significantly correlating posi-
tively, and E correlating negatively with both mean and sd.
An interesting question concerns the mechanisms underly-
ing iii, the ‘‘modulation’’ effect. It could be a competition
effect between growth cones when the drop in branching
probability is a direct consequence of an increase in their
number of terminal segments (for instance, because of the
limited availability of a critical substance). Alternatively,
it might simply be a phenomenon of decreasing branching
probability with age, in which case there will be a correla-
tion with an increasing number of terminal segments.

Parameters B and E may both represent important
cell-type specific mechanisms in growth-cone branching,
as they show a strong clustering per cell type in the B-E
parameter plane (see Table 1 and Fig. 6). Parameter E
discriminates significantly between rat pyramidal basal
dendrites (with E(sem) 5 0.68(0.02)) and other neuron
classes [for motoneurons E(sem) 5 0.29(0.04), for multipo-
lar nonpyramidal cells E5 0.42, and for human dentate
granule cells E 5 0.38]. The larger value of E for the
pyramidal cells suggests that during outgrowth of their
dendrites the branching probabilities decline stronger
with increasing number of terminal segments than in the
other neurons.

In a recent study, Burke et al. (1992) have searched for a
parsimonious description of motoneuron morphology by
using computer simulations based upon empirically mea-
sured distribution functions for several morphological
parameters, including the lengths and diameters of den-
dritic branches. Such a description was given in terms of
probability functions needed for the stochastic reconstruc-
tion of the dendrites, and ‘‘included two processes, one for
generating (the length of) individual branches, given their
proximal diameters, and the second for selecting proximal
diameters for the daughter branches produced at dichoto-
mous branching points.’’ The branching probability (i.e.,
the probability of having a bifurcation point per unit
length of the segment) was found to depend strongly on the
diameter of branches, with a weaker negative dependence
on distance from the root. Daughter branches have smaller

diameters than their parents so that the decrease in
branching probability applies for branches of increasing
branch order. These branches will have been formed later
in development, such that the decrease in branching
probabilities coincides with an increasing number of termi-
nal segments. Although the structure of this model and the
meaning of the probabilities differ from the present model
(formulated as a process in time) this outcome is neverthe-
less in good agreement with the present findings.

A completely different approach in reconstructing den-
dritic trees by a stochastic rule has been developed by
Kliemann (1987) and recently used by Carriquiry et al.
(1992) and Uemura et al. (1995). Trees are reconstructed
on the basis of splitting probabilities, indicating for each
centrifugal order the probability whether a segment will
end in a bifurcation point or in a terminal tip. The splitting
probabilities are obtained from the ratios of the number of
segments of successive orders summed over all the trees in
the data set. The random trees generated by this method
appeared to have realistic variation in their shapes. This
procedure requires as many parameters as there are
centrifugal orders in the data set, which have to be
estimated for each new group of dendrites under consider-
ation.

Propagation of uncertainties in mean(sd)
into uncertainties in estimated B, E values

Because of the particular line pattern in the mapping of
(mean,sd) space onto (B, E) space (Fig. 4), uncertainties in
both mean and sd propagate differentially into correlated
uncertainties in B and E. An illustration of this effect is
given by the outcomes of the 1 month Purkinje cell groups
of Berry and Bradley (1976) with mean(sd) 5 477(58) and
(B, E) 5 (40, 0.486) and of Woldenberg et al. (1993) with
mean(sd) 5 455(42) and (B, E) 5 (60, 0.585). The different
outcomes for B and E are mainly caused by the relatively
small difference in sd.

Growth and regression

In the present model, only growth by branching was
considered. Although dendritic regression, accompanied
by the loss of branches, might not effect the estimates of
the Q,S parameters under random pruning conditions
(Van Pelt, 1997), it will certainly influence the mean and
sd of the degree distributions. Loss of branches is a
prominent phenomenon during cerebellar Purkinje cell
dendritic development in rats. Woldenberg et al. (1993)
showed that the number of segments increases up to 10
months, declines at 18 months, and increases again at 28
months. They also noted that at 10 and at 28 months and
even more so at 18 months, the population consisted of one
group with a small, and another with a large number of
segments, suggesting the coexistence of declining and
growing cells. That this coincidence of growth and decline
leads to a broadening of the degree distribution is clearly
demonstrated by the larger sd values for the 10, 18, and 28
month groups in comparison with the 1 month group
(Table 1). For this reason the BE model has been applied
only to the 1 month group, as having recently experienced
a period of maximal growth, and for which the mean and
sd of the degree distribution have been determined primar-
ily by the growth process, and not ‘‘disturbed’’ secondary by
dendritic regression.

In a study of the postnatal development of dendrites of
cat triceps surae motoneurons, Ulfhake et al. (1988) and
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Ulfhake and Cullheim (1988) showed that the mean
number of terminal segments per dendrite remained con-
stant over the full postnatal period up to adulthood. Also
the minimal and maximal values of the observed degree
distribution appeared to be very similar during the postna-
tal development. Nevertheless, topological analysis sug-
gested a transient phase of remodeling in the 2nd and 4th
postnatal week, involving collateral outgrowth and resorp-
tion of peripheral dendritic branches. Thus, the primary
branching process seems to be finished already at birth,
with a modest remodeling phase some weeks later, not
impairing the mean and extremes of the degree distribu-
tion. Apart from the branching pattern, age effects were
clearly present in the elongation of the (mainly terminal)
segments from birth to 6 weeks of age.

A clear remodeling phase was found by Núñez-Abades et
al. (1994) in the morphological development of rat genio-
glossal motoneurons studied in vitro. A ‘‘simplification’’ of
the dendritic tree in the first period from birth to 13–15
days involved a significant decrease in the number of
terminal endings and thus number of branches per den-
drite. This phase was followed by a period of re-elaboration
by collateral outgrowth producing trees, similar in configu-
ration to the newborn ones. The remodeling process re-
sulted also in a transient increase in the symmetry of the
trees.

Model approach

The mathematical model approach has shown to be an
essential tool in studying the proliferation in the number
of segments during dendritic outgrowth and the variation
in finally formed dendrites. It has revealed unexpected
differences among neuronal cell types and it allows the
estimation of growth-cone branching probabilities per unit
of time. It further allows explicit testing of hypotheses
about dendritic development, and offers greatly improved
tools for extracting information from dendritic branching
patterns, which are generally obtained via a time-
consuming process of morphological reconstruction. The
model approach should fruitfully complement in vivo
studies of growth cone behavior and development of den-
dritic morphology, which are seriously hampered by the
difficulty of capturing the dynamics of growth (e.g., Ulf-
hake and Cullheim, 1988).

The growth model describes dendritic growth as a
stochastic branching process and has shown to result in
realistic segment number variations for a variety of neuro-
nal cell types and species, as observed in snapshot data at
one or a few age points, as well as for the growth curve
through these data points (fit). This result was obtained by
choosing an appropriate nonlinear transformation of the
time scale, thus implying a modulation of the branching
probabilities per unit of time of single terminal segments.
Although a minimal set of growth rules appears to be
sufficient, this does not mean that the actual growth
processes must have behaved as such. Other, presumably
more complex, growth patterns could in principle result in
similar segment number distributions. The growth model
presented here assumes that the rules for branching
(equations for the branching probabilities) and the values
of the parameters B, E, and S remain constant during the
growth process. Actual dendritic development, of course,
could deviate considerably from such a stationary process.

The structure of the present growth model, describing
dendritic development as a process in time, makes it

possible to include such non-stationarities. Such a situa-
tion could occur, for instance, during phases of remodeling.
Branching might then become differentiated in different
areas of the dendrite, implicating a changed dependence
on centrifugal order (and thus changes in parameter S). In
a recent study on the impact of pruning and variable
growth rules, Van Pelt (1997) showed that non-stationar-
ity in the dependence on centrifugal order results in an
increase in topological variation. When remodeling is a
persistent and prominent phenomenon during dendritic
growth, such an increase may indeed be expected. A net
loss of branches may be described by including a pruning
process, as for instance described in Van Pelt (1997).
Changes in the way in which branching probabilities
depend on the total number of segments via parameter E
may also be not constant as is assumed in the present
model. This will presumably influence the mean/sd relation-
ship in the final segment number distribution. Such
changes can be accounted for by defining parameter E as a
function of time. How such a function can be estimated
from degree distributions, available for only a few age
classes, has not been worked out in this study, but is
subject of present research.

The accurate description of the topological and segment
number variation in dendritic trees by the present model
implicates that any measure, which is dependent on the
number and the position of segments in the tree can be
reproduced accurately by the BES-model. This property
was further verified for the measures maximum order and
mean order, indicating the maximal centrifugal order of
the segments in a tree, and the mean centrifugal order,
respectively. To this end, trees were simulated using B, E,
and S parameters derived from the observed dendritic
data sets and the mean(sd) values of the parameters
degree, tree asymmetry index, maximum order, and mean
order were calculated. No significant differences (P . 0.05)
were found between the model-generated and the actually
observed dendrites.

The main goal of the ongoing modeling work of dendritic
growth is to understand how characteristic dendritic mor-
phologies can emerge from the dynamic behavior of growth
cones, and to test the extent to which variations, observed
in different cell types could arise from stochasticity in
growth cone behavior. To this end, also the metrical
properties of dendritic trees (viz. length of segments,
which show substantial variations; e.g., Hillman, 1979,
1988; Uylings et al., 1989, Burke et al., 1992) will need to
be included, which is the subject of ongoing investigation.
When successful, the model’s ability to generate model
dendrites with realistic morphological properties will also
be relevant in studies of the possible functional implica-
tions of structural variation among dendrites of a given
type. Especially in the field of computational neuroscience,
substantial progress has been made in modeling bioelec-
tric phenomena (e.g., membrane potentials, firing behav-
ior) in neurons to a high degree of spatial and temporal
accuracy (e.g., Rall et al., 1992; Segev, 1992; De Schutter
and Bower, 1994a,b; Traub and Jefferys, 1994; Schierwa-
gen, 1994). These studies have so far been performed on a
limited number of accurately reconstructed neuronal mor-
phologies, but for a good assessment of the impact of
morphological variability on bioelectric properties, meth-
ods for generating sets of model neurons with realistic
variations in their shapes are needed. The present study
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contributes to this goal with respect to the variation in the
number of terminal segments per dendrite.

In conclusion, a model is obtained for the growth of
dendritic branching patterns that accurately describes the
variation found in these patterns. The assumptions in the
BE-model result in a good description of the variation in
the number of terminal segments per dendritic tree. The
assumption of constant branching probabilities, indepen-
dent of the number of segments in the tree (B-model), has
been shown to give unrealistic results. Including a distinc-
tion of terminal segments for their centrifugal order
position in the tree (BES-model) additionally gives a good
description of the variation in topological tree types. The
transformation of the time-bin scale into a time scale
(BEST-model), by using dendritic data at several ages,
makes it possible to obtain an estimate of the time course
of the branching probabilities per unit of time.

APPENDIX

The distribution of the number of terminal segments in
dendritic trees after a period of growth can be calculated
by means of the recurrent expression

P(n, i) 5 o
j50

n/2

P(n 2 j, i 2 1) 1n 2 j

j 2
· [p(n 2 j)]j [1 2 p(n 2 j)]n22j, (8)

with P(n, i) denoting the probability of a tree of degree n at
time bin i with P(1, 1) 5 1, p(n) denoting the branching
probability per time-bin of a terminal segment in a tree of
degree n, with p(n) 5 Bn2E/N. A tree of degree n at time-bin
i emerges when j branching events occur at time-bin i 2 1
in a tree of degree n 2 j. The recurrent equation expresses
the probabilities of all these possible contributions from
j 5 0, . . . , n/2. The last two terms express the probability
that, in a tree of degree n 2 j, j terminal segments will
branch while the remaining n 2 2j terminal segments will

not do so. The combinatorial coefficient 1n 2 j

j 2 expresses

the number of possible ways of selecting j terminal seg-
ments from the existing n 2 j ones.
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